
In many countries governments spend a lot of money on internet infrastructures. 
Some say it is reasonable to allocate these funds, but others disagree and say that 
many more important programs need this money. Discuss both views, give your 
opinion and include any relevant examples from your own knowledge or experience.

Developing countries nowadays tend to invest in various fields of infrastructures and 
the internet dominates a remarkable portion of these funds. However, many 
controversies have been arisen among experts whether it is a beneficial trend or not.

Many believe that the internet is a common way of connection among people. In fact, 
nowadays many businesses are relied rely on people’s links. Individuals tend to be more 
online gathering information to discover new remarkably efficient methods of 
developing their business and make more money. They use it for marketing and to 
publishing advertisement besides they try to finding technical information on the 
internet. Therefore, it is necessary to spend more money on internet infrastructures for 
countries which tend to have sustainable development.

On the other hand, critics assert that although the internet can help the business-
lords to enhance their companies, to establish these businesses other infrastructures 
such as railways are required. Factories which have no access to proper means of 
physical transportation, however much more access to the internet they might have, 
would fail to develop considerably, and this will have adverse effect on the 
advancement of industries as well as/and the country.

From my perspective, governments should implement plans to develop all 
infrastructural fields homogenously and continuously, inasmuch as the internet 
infrastructure is as important as other infrastructural fields like roads, and to reach the 
situation of sustainable development all of them are needed. Therefore, governments 
should strike a balance between all the fields and improve them coordinately. It is 
evident that not only will monotonous improvements in a single field help with the to 
enhancement of the industries, but also would lead the country to recession and 
corruption.

To conclude, to have the best fundamental requirements for development having a 
balanced progress in all infrastructural fields is compulsory, and investing/investment in 
one field such as the internet would not help the country.


